A devastating earthquake was predicted to hit Rome on May 11th, 2011. The earthquake occurred, according to the data I collected and tested, when within
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The forecasting method is based on the geocentric planetary trajectory. Each celestial body, over the course of its trajectory, approaches Earth and moves away from it. In both cases, the Earth along with taking on variable values of distance, radial velocity, and acceleration. Displacements are built-up primarily on the basis of these parameters.
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Bendandi’s values of the planetary resultants. The calculation of the endogenous forces is performed with a specific software called "MICROSISMOGRAFO RECORDER"

According to Bendandi, however, during the perfect alignment of the planets, the mechanism of the eleven-year sunspot cycle. He wrote only for newspapers with a wide
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During the month of March, Bendandi's trans-Neptunian planets pass near the Sun, which must be included in the calculation of the endogenous forces. According to Bendandi, all configurations associated to the strong seismic activity are configured with the two perfectly aligned semi-
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Suspended, Bendandi continued writing on foreign newspapers. In 1931 he
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